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"Works Contract - 
Works related to road -Respondent was awarded work 

related to fixing of Works profile Safety Barrier at toll plaza. On an application 
moved by the RSBCCL and the respondent assessee jointly, department granted 
certificate of exemption in from ST-2 with exemption fee @1% with 12% 
surcharge and the same was required to he paid by the assessee. The AO vide 
order dated 27.11.2001 came to the conclusion that certificate of exemption 
though was related to every part of roads but fixing and providings of Works 
Profile Safety Barrier could not be said to be relating to roads but these were 
safety steel barriers and could be used for the other pruposes, othe than road, 
therefoer, withdraw the benefit available to the respondent assessee granted 
earlier. DC(A) allowed the appeal which was also confirmed the same. 
Rajasthan High Court while dismissing the petition of the department held 
that:- On the national highway, as in the instant case, not only small vehicles 
travel but heavy vehicles i.e trucks, trailers also travel and keeping in view the 
various sizes of the vehicles, such roads are being constructed and safety 
measures are adpoted so that the accidents may not take place and only on 
account of fixing safety measures,the assesee was awarded contract of fixing 
"Works Profile Safety Barrier at Toll Plaza, Natioinal Highway No. 8", which, 
in my view, is certainly relating to part of the road. Developing/constructing a 
road over the years require latest technology and it is not merely putting 

concrete, grit, coal tar etc. but many more thing,s the words "merely putting 
concrete, grit, coat tar etc but many more things. the words "relating to" has a 
wide meaning and cannot be restricted only to. putting of concrete, grit, coal tar 
etc. but it should mean evrything relating to road. the expression such as 

"arising out of " "in respect of the" or "in connection with" in relation to" in 
consequence of' or "concerning" or "relating to" the contract are of th widest 
amplitude and content and include even questions as to the existence, validity 

and effect (scope)." 
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